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Original compositions composed and arranged for a 110 piece orchestra 7 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL:

Orchestral, CLASSICAL: Contemporary Details: Overall I am thrilled to have been blessed with this

concept and look forward to the next two CDs. I have already begun the second CD, The Life of Christ

and I am genuinely inspired to bring great joy to those who will join me in these upcoming musical

creations. The Seven Days of Creation is an original composition based from the biblical text of Genesis.

The score was written and arranged for a 110 piece orchestra and vividly depicts the intimate details of

the seven days of creation. My greatest challenge on "The Seven Days of Creation" was to present these

musical ideas in a specific amount of time. It would be very easy to have composed a whole CD for each

day of creation, so being concise was an absolute. Musically I have tried to take very few liberties,

desiring rather to allow the Scripture text to determine the musical direction. Thus, the thematic material

for each creative act exists as a separate and solitary tribute to focus on the importance of each act of

creation. For me, the Creation Week reveals an undertaking of precise balance, timing and control in a

way that is only understood by the one who conceived it. The whole experience of setting music to the

Creation Week demands that I be awed by the one responsible for it! So... here's to one of the greatest

literary passages of all time...and the beginning of history. Whether you, the listener, see the "Seven Days

of Creation" as literal truth, fiction, or somewhere in-between, in any perspective, its fathomless. With

that, it is my hope that this musical interpretation inspires you to a greater appreciation for the creation

that surrounds us. Mr. Perry is currently handling the music for five television series. His work has aired in

over twenty television productions.
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